BMC AMI Reorg for Db2® 13.x: Fundamentals Using Skills Assessment

**PURPOSE OF SKILLS ASSESSMENT**

Companies deploying and using BMC AMI Reorg for Db2® 13.x realize full value only when their solution is effectively implemented and exercised. To ensure deployments and operations are performed to best practice standards, BMC provides technical training based on the current skill levels of product usage.

BMC AMI Reorg for Db2® 13.x offers a Skills Assessment for Database Administrators (DBAs), System Programmers (SYSPROGs), and Application Developers. Customers and partners can take this assessment to evaluate their skills for key product areas before registering for any BMC AMI Reorg for Db2® training. Based on the analysis of the result, BMC can suggest which training courses would be suitable to fill potential skill gaps. It is important to note that this skills assessment is not an exam and is not intended to test individuals. Instead, it serves as an overview of existing and missing skills to help students and teams pick the appropriate training. It is recommended that assessment takers do not prepare or retake the assessment to avoid receiving incorrect recommendations.

**Reviewed Skills**

The knowledge around the following topics is checked:

- REORG TABLESPACE syntax and REORG INDEX syntax
- Usage of the keywords DISCARDDN, DELETE, DISCARD
- DD statements
- Reports in BMC AMI Reorg
- Naming for work data sets
- Server control parameters
- Drain and claim process
- Automation control points with BMC AMI Reorg

**Getting Started**

**Step 1.**

Register for the skills assessment. The skills assessment is free of charge for all customers and partners.

**Step 2.**

Review the assessment results yourself or ask BMC to provide a report and feedback with training recommendations.